Comparative Analysis of Performance between Two Phase Ejector with Accumulator and COS Split Air-Conditioning Dual Evaporator
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to increase the coefficient of performance (COP) of the split air conditioner (SAC) by reducing the compressor work and increasing cooling capacity which can be achieved with a two phase ejector as an expansion device with novel design dual evaporator temperature. Numerical methods implementing mathematical model developed in EES software. The EES modelling is used to simulate the influence of key parameters of the ejector to overall system performance of the split air conditioner (SAC). Such key parameters include entrainment ratio involving mass flow rate of secondary and primary flow in the ejector and pressure lift ratio comprising pressure in suction and diffuser sections. Performance analysis of the SAC system with a two-phase ejector is performed to reach ASHRAE Standard requirement of a constant COP for SAC application minimum of 3.5. The SAC system simulated is charged with R-290 as the fluid medium of cooling capacity at least 4000 BTU/hr based on numerical model simulation results the ejector is then produced and installed in a modified SAC system. Experimental test system is set to experimentally investigate and compares the actual performance of the ejector and its effect to the novel design dual evaporator temperature COS-SAC system performance. The SAC system performance with ejector is also found to be significantly improved is about 35% greater than those of conventional expansion device system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Air conditioners are generally used to condition the air so as to achieve a standard of comfort where temperature and humidity correspond to the required level of comfort. Currently its use is increasingly widespread not only for office buildings and hotels but also has become the completeness of household needs. So the cost of using electrical energy for air conditioner (Air Conditioning) for home and industrial needs has increased significantly. In the literature it is stated that the proportion of electrical energy used by the refrigeration system in a building and the hotel industry using electrical energy is 65% of the 70% energy use as a whole. This requires attention in the effort of energy conservation especially electrical energy [1].

The split air conditioner as we know it uses a vapor compression cycle technology that works using a vapor compression cycle that still uses a capillary pipe as its expansion valve. Existing theories about the installation of expansion valves (Capillary Pipes, TXV Valves, etc.) in the refrigeration system are expansion valves functioned for the process of regulating the mass flow of the refrigerant as well as reducing the pressure from the condenser pressure to the evaporator pressure occurring under the conditions of the constant enthalpy process. One of the thermodynamic disadvantages of the vapor compression cycle is the isenthalpic expansion process that occurs in the expansion valve. While the isenthalpic process will reduce the cooling capacity in the evaporator due to energy losses in the throttling process in the expansion process. Capillary pipes are also known to have weaknesses due to friction of the refrigerant flow along the pipe wall as well as changes in velocity along the capillary pipe will cause considerable energy loss.

To overcome such energy losses isentropic process required. Ejectors can be used to generate constant entropy in the throttling process. Some researchers who have tried the appropriate ejector device on the cooling system also state an increase in COP from the system such as: Single-phase ejectors in modified systems utilized for air conditioning and heat pumping applications resulting in 7% COP improvement up to 9% [2]. The concept of using a two-phase ejector to reduce losses due to the process throttling process in the cooling system was first offered [3]. In addition, the two-phase flow ejector has no moving parts, low cost, simple construction and low maintenance requirements that make it a promising system modification [4], [5] Furthermore, the subject of research into applied research that is currently popular among researchers is by replacing the expansion valve of the capillary pipe with ejector device. Kornhauser. A. A. et al. [6] in different studies using ejector expansion as an expansion device in the cooling system and by using R-12 refrigerant, R-134a concluded the
same by comparing them to conventional vapor compression refrigeration systems it is known that there is an increase in COP values ranging from 3.8% to 21%. Chunnanond K. et al. [7] call the refrigeration system, the use of two-phase flow ejector as an expansion tool called ejector expansion refrigeration system (EERS). Use of a two-phase flow ejector instead of the conventional expansion device is one of the efficient techniques to improve the system performance not only by recover the expansion process loss by generating isentropic expansion process but also by increase the system cooling capacity and decrease the compressor power[8]. While the two-phase flow categories into two types based on the position of motive nozzle ie; constant pressure ejector and constant area ejector [9]. The ejector, which is grouped into a constant-pressure ejector, is a ejector with a motive nozzle whose exit plane is located in the suction nozzle before to the constant area ejector where as the ejector whose outlet field of the motive nozzle exit plane within a constant area ejector was categorized as a constant area projection obtained from the report [10], [11], [12]. At the same operating temperature using a constant area ejector COP and its EER is higher than of the system using a constant pressure ejector as reported [13]. Bilir and Ersoy [14] also report on theoretical studies using R134a. In off-design conditions, the system shows higher COP values than conventional systems and by using COP constant area ejector can be increased by 22.3% depending on operating conditions. The various studies on numerical analysis and experimental results show that using a two-phase ejector as an expansion device allows for the improvement of COP in the steam compression cooling cycle. Thermodynamic analysis showed that COP improvement was above 20%, but no experimental method resulted in an increase of more than 10% [15]. This resulted in improved systems and effects of geometric ejector dimensions, such as the throat of the motive nozzle, the suction chamber, the constant area and the diffuser being an interesting research topic by the majority of researchers. The nozzle is designed according standard based on recommendations from the ASHRAE Handbook including the other dimensions, including the lengths of each section and the convergent and divergent angles [16]. According to the experimental results obtained [17], the improvement of COP when using a two-phase ejector as an expansion device on the AC bus system is 8%.

The invention still has disadvantages and limitations which include the use of an accumulator fluid and gas separator where it is possible to inefficiency in the introduction of refrigerant sucked on the compressor so that the liquid refrigerant will be able to enter inhaled compressor and this causes damage to the compressor and the system will not run properly. A large dimension of the accumulator complicates the design if it is to be used on a split AC.

This study focused on liquid and vapor refrigerant separator or accumulator, using a secondary evaporator to replace its function. The objective of the present paper is to present the performance test results of a novel design of ejector with dual evaporator temperature and comparison that is predicted to be applicable to split AC by replacing the accumulator function. Moreover, the performance comparison between them will be predicted the efficiency of the compressor and internal ejector efficiency.

II. EJECTOR REFRIGERATION SYSTEM FOR AIR CONDITIONER

A. The COS-SAC with dual evaporator

A schematic illustration of the COS-SAC and the corresponding p-h diagrams is shown in Fig.1.a and 1.b. The same components of this system are the same as conventional compression systems, such as compressors, condensers, expansion devices and evaporators, incorporated a two-phase flow ejector and an additional evaporator are inserted to recover the expansion process losses and to increase the compressor suction pressure completed the COS-SAC system. The saturated vapor exits from primary evaporator (point 1) is sucked and compressed to a high pressure and temperature using the compressor. Then, the superheated vapor exits from the compressor (point 2) is condensed by transfer its heat to the surrounding in the condenser (Qc). The high pressure saturated liquid exits from condenser (point 3) and then separated in forms of liquid expanded in the expansion device (point 3-4), through primary flow ejector (point 3-7), respectively. The primary flow passed through ejector under high pressure and expands through the converging–diverging nozzle. Mixing of the primary and secondary flows takes place in the constant area ejector (state 5) and a liquid and vapor mixture at an intermediate pressure leaves the diffuser (point 6) of the ejector to the primary evaporator inlet, whereas the vapour circulates back through compressor (point 1–2). The refrigerant after expanded in the expansion device (point 4), goes into the secondary evaporator, and finally enters the ejector as a secondary flow.

\[
\text{Fig. 1. Ejektor COS-SAC dual evaporator: a) schematic diagram b) p-h diagram}
\]

B. The Ejector SAC with accumulator

Refrigerant loops consist of vapor compression cycles with components: compressors, condensers, expansion valves and evaporation tools, and other accessory parts - oil separators (oil separators), liquid refrigerant containers (liquid receivers), filters / driers, glass / glass estimators (sight glass) and accumulator. The operating conditions of the equipment are conditioned the same as in the application of the type of air conditioning. In principle, the modifications of the standard
refrigeration system are the addition of a two-phase ejector and a liquid-vapor separator.

![Fig. 2. Ejektor COS-SAC accumulator: a) schematic diagram b) p-h diagram](image)

We have done a previous test of split ejector AC system with Figure 2 system which was designed based on [16] for the ejector dimension, and the test results on the system showed an increase in COP AC value of less than 10%. Utilize of a standard ejector system in a split air conditioner using R22 refrigerant equipped with engage of a liquid separator is large enough that it is not practical use. Thermodynamics simulation model [18], states that if the inefficiency that occurs about 15% of the liquid and vapor mass does not exit properly on the respective ports will be able to decrease the COP of the standard two phase ejector cycle under the valve expansion cycle. It is also noted that the ejector cycle with Condenser Outlet Split (COS) ejector cycle can achieve a COP improvement above 10% compared to conventional cycles.

**III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP**

The test was carried out by varying the R22 and R290 refrigerants on the split AC prototype ejector system with the accumulator for reference data and on the system COS-SAC dual evaporator ejector evaporator system for further testing at ambient temperature around 28 °C ± 0.5 °C.

**A. Set-up Eksperimen**

See figure 3a AC ejector system with accumulator and figure 3b COS-SAC system for dual temperature evaporator. The same AC splits are first made for ejector testing with accumulator after the data is recorded as a data base and then the AC has changed its new design to a dual phase dual ejector temperature evaporator for the next test.

![Fig. 3. a) Set-up eksperimental AC ejector sistem with accumulator b) AC ejector sistem with dual evaporator.](image)

The test was carried out for 16 hours with 10 repetitions carried out to observe the presence of hysteresis and uncertainty in the study.

The test results are measurements of test parameters such as pressure data by installing the transducer pressure and temperature with a K type thermocouple, all recorded with acquisition data (Scan 7200 data). Power consumption is recorded with a power meter. The micro refrigerant flow meter on output condenser side and on the ejector inlet from the evaporator 2 is done to obtain the mass ratio (ω) entrainment ratio.

![Fig. 4. Test equipment and measurement points](image)

**B. Data analysis**

EES programs are used as data processors and program simulations are made where the formulation is developed by adjusting the calculation of each (ω) entrainment ratio for both systems. The formula refers to formulation (Ş. Ünal (2015). Graph display with the help of Excel programs.

**IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**A. Cooling capacity**

The cooling capacity of both systems see Figure 5 for systems with R22 refrigerants the average value is 2035.95 Watts or 8660.723 BTU / hour and for R-290 is 3144.03 Watts or 10737.43 BTU / hour shows that the dual evaporator ejector system prototype is designed to Split AC works efficiently.

![Fig. 5. Cooling capacity](image)
B. Compressor input power

Figure 6 shows the compressor input power usage which is 500 watts for 9000 BTU of cooling capacity / hour (1PK) so that when compared to standard AC for the same capacity where the compressor power usage is approximately 770 watts so there is a 35% savings potential from the power input from the compressor. As a result of these advantages, we have a compressor that has a smaller capacity to get cooling capacity that is greater than usual.

![Compressor input power](image)

Fig. 6. Compressor input power

C. COP sistem

See Figure 7. The results of experiments on a system with dual evaporator shows that the coefficient of performance (COP) of the system using R-22 Refrigerant is 5.80, the average value is better 5.1% of the COP system using R-290 with an average value of 5.52.

Comparison of COP ratio of the ejector system with the accumulator see figure 8. shows the reverse value of the system with R-290 Refrigerant average value of 5.50 and the system using R-22 is 5.10 so in using the system with the accumulator the R-290 refrigerant usage on the system is better 7.2%.

When compared to COP from these systems, see figure 9. For dual AC evaporator, the ejector means the average COP 5.57 and 5.3 when using an accumulator system thus the increase in COP was 4.9%. Compared to power usage in compressors, this ejector system produces around 5.2% power savings for R-290 and 34.7% for R-22.

![COP system ejector COS with dual evaporator](image)

Fig. 7. COP system ejector COS with dual evaporator

![Comparison of COP system values with the use of R-22 and R-290](image)

Fig. 8. COP system ejector with accumulator

Fig. 9. Comparison of COP system values with the use of R-22 and R-290

V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results obtained from the study, it can be concluded that the use of a constant ejector area COS_SAC dual temperature evaporator and accumulator system are both prospective to be applied to split AC. A COP system that uses a COS_SAC dual temperature evaporator system has an average value of 5.57 and 5.3 when using an accumulator system thus the increase in COP was 4.9%. Compared to power usage in compressors, this ejector system produces around 5.2% power savings for R-290 and 34.7% for R-22.
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